ABSTRACT: A recently developed membrane-mimetic model was applied to study membrane interaction and binding of the two anchoring C2-like discoidin domains of human coagulation factor VIIIa (FVIIIa), the C1 and C2 domains. Both individual domains, FVIII C1 and FVIII C2, were observed to bind the phospholipid membrane by partial or full insertion of their extruding loops (the spikes). However, the two domains adopted different molecular orientations in their membrane-bound states; FVIII C2 roughly was positioned normal to the membrane plane, while FVIII C1 displayed a multitude of tilted orientations. The results indicate that FVIII C1 may be important in modulating the orientation of the FVIIIa molecule to optimize the interaction with FIXa, which is anchored to the membrane via its γ-carboxyglutamic acid-rich (Gla) domain. Additionally, a structural change was observed in FVIII C1 in the coiled main chain leading the first spike. A tight interaction with one lipid per domain, similar to what has been suggested for the homologous FVa C2, is characterized. Finally, we rationalize known FVIII antibody epitopes and the scarcity of documented hemophilic missense mutations related to improper membrane binding of FVIIIa, based on the prevalent nonspecificity of ionic interactions in the simulated membrane-bound states of FVIII C1 and FVIII C2. T he biochemical processes governing blood clotting are classically represented by a "waterfall" or "cascade" model. 1,2 Two distinct pathways (intrinsic vs extrinsic) funnel into a common amplification phase where activated factor X (FXa) is generated, which, together with its cofactor FVa, is responsible for the burst of thrombin that subsequently leads to fibrin clot formation. The biomolecular components FVIII and FIX are circulating in the bloodstream as their inactive precursors, which upon activation assemble on a phospholipid surface into the highly potent FX-activating (FXase, also termed tenase) complex. Hemophilia A, the most common bleeding disorder by far, 3 is characterized by deficiency in FVIII activity observed either as low levels, dysfunction of the protein procofactor, or the presence of inhibitory antibodies.
T he biochemical processes governing blood clotting are classically represented by a "waterfall" or "cascade" model. 1, 2 Two distinct pathways (intrinsic vs extrinsic) funnel into a common amplification phase where activated factor X (FXa) is generated, which, together with its cofactor FVa, is responsible for the burst of thrombin that subsequently leads to fibrin clot formation. The biomolecular components FVIII and FIX are circulating in the bloodstream as their inactive precursors, which upon activation assemble on a phospholipid surface into the highly potent FX-activating (FXase, also termed tenase) complex. Hemophilia A, the most common bleeding disorder by far, 3 is characterized by deficiency in FVIII activity observed either as low levels, dysfunction of the protein procofactor, or the presence of inhibitory antibodies.
A pivotal aspect of the coagulation cascade is the ability of restricting blood clotting to the injury site. The platform for this spatial localization is provided by the activated platelet membrane surfaces, which attract and stimulate activity by means of both membrane composition and the presence of elevated levels of certain cofactors to the coagulation enzymes. The tenase components FIXa and FVIIIa have the ability to selectively recognize this platform. Once the components are properly bound and the binary complex is formed, the catalytic efficiency of FIXa is upregulated by approximately five orders of magnitude. 4 Membrane binding modes of FVIIIa and FIXa, however, are quite different; FIXa is anchored to the membrane by its vitamin K-dependent γ-carboxyglutamic acid-rich (Gla) domain, while the membrane-targeting modules of FVIIIa are the two C2-like discoidin domains, C1 and C2, which recognize phosphatidylserine (PS)-containing platelet or endothelial cell membranes in a Ca 2+ -independent manner. 5 While either domain (FVIII C1 or FVIII C2) by itself appears to be able to recruit the entire cofactor molecule to phospholipid membranes, 6 −10 optimal biological activity most certainly requires both.
The active cofactor molecule, FVIIIa, consists of three polypeptide chains forming five major domains (A1, A2, and light chain A3−C1−C2) with a total of more than 1200 amino acid residues. The structural topology of the C1 and C2 domains is that of lectin and commonly known as a jellyroll β-barrel ( Figure 1A) ; eight antiparallel β-strands are arranged in two major β-sheets, wrapped to form the barrel and then flattened to a sandwichlike shape. 11 Connecting the β-strands at the bottom of the barrel are four hairpin loops also called the spikes [S1−S4 ( Figure 1A) ] or fatty feet, 12 the latter designation being due to the presence of multiple solventexposed hydrophobic residues. These spikes are of particular importance for platelet membrane-aided functionalities because S1−S4 are hypothesized to be inserted into the hydrophobic core of the phospholipid membrane. 7, 13 For this reason, much attention has been dedicated in the literature (e.g., by alanine mutagenesis, 14 motif mutagenesis, 15 and loop swaps 12 ) to elucidate how the affinity and specificity of the FVIIIa molecule (and FVIII C2 on its own) toward phospholipid membranes are controlled by the residues in these spikes. The primary membrane-anchoring domain of FVIIIa is conventionally thought to be the C2 domain. 16 Recently, however, several studies have emphasized the important role of the C1 domain in the membrane-mediated cofactor function of FVIIIa. 6,8,15,17−21 Previous studies of the molecular orientation of FVIIIa suggest a crystal structure-like domain configuration with a membrane-bound configuration in which the molecule is close to perpendicular to the membrane plane (or slightly tilted) with both FVIII C1 and FVIII C2 peripherally inserted into the membrane. 22−24 A fundamentally different interaction, requiring large scale domain rearrangements to accommodate a binding mode where solely FVIII C2 interacts with the membrane and is deeply inserted, has been suggested on the basis of cryo-electron microscopy experiments in conjugation with a membrane model consisting of lipids assembled on nanotubes. 25−28 In addition, the concurrent domain conformational span between C1 and C2 has been reported for the homologous coagulation factor Va in a study utilizing atomic force microscopy. 29 The membrane interaction of FVIII C2-like domains has very recently been explored using molecular simulations at the coarse-grained level of theory. 30 While coarse-graining can be appropriate for comparing membrane binding times between domains and mutants, unfortunately atomistic details possibly governing specific interactions with the membrane are not readily discernible. Therefore, we have conducted all-atom simulations to give a detailed characterization of the individual discoidin domains from human coagulation FVIIIa in the membrane-bound state with respect to lipid specificity, molecular orientation, and flexibility. These are properties of fundamental importance for the cofactor activity of FVIIIa in the intrinsic tenase complex. The all-atom classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulation technique provides sufficiently high spatial and temporal resolutions to generate detailed information about the atomic level of the membrane binding and lipid interaction of the FVIIIa C2-like domains. To expedite the dynamics of membrane lipids and therefore accelerate the membrane binding of the C2-like domains, the use of the highly mobile membrane-mimetic (HMMM) model 31 is adopted. This allows multiple occurrences of membrane binding in relatively short, independent trajectories and provides a description of the protein−membrane interaction in good agreement with that of conventional fulltail lipid membrane models. 32 Hence, an improved statistical representation of the dynamics becomes feasible.
This article is structured as follows. The protein−lipid interaction of each of the two membrane-anchoring discoidin domains from human FVIIIa (FVIII C2 and FVIII C1) is characterized, and a PS-binding motif is described. The achieved membrane-bound states are discussed in relation to hemophilic disease mutations, antibody-binding epitopes, and a putative tenase complex model.
■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model Building and Initial Setup. The starting structures of FVIII C1 and FVIII C2 domains were taken from the crystallized B-domain-less human FVIII with Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 3cdz 22 (residues 2021−2172 for FVIII C1 and residues 2173−2332 for FVIII C2). It can be safely assumed that there is little or no structural distinction between these domains in FVIII and FVIIIa, in the context of the full-length (pro)cofactor and cut out on their own. pK a calculations were performed using PROPKA 33 to assign protonation states to titratable side chains consistent with pH 7; no deviation from standard titration states was necessary.
To assemble the HMMM membrane, 31 short-tailed (st) lipid molecules truncated at the C 5 atom containing a PS headgroup [i.e., divalerylphosphatidylserine (DVPS); see ref 31 for the details] were packed to sandwich a layer of 1,1-dichloroethane (DCLE) solvent molecules with the lipid headgroups facing the water phase and acyl chains against the DCLE organic phase using Packmol. 34 The technical advantage of using pure PS membrane patches is that issues relating to mixing of lipids of different type are nonexistent and the efficiency of locating PSinteracting residues of the protein is enhanced. Most likely, the PS concentration will have a negligible effect on the membranebound configurations of the C2-like domains, as long as it is sufficiently high.
The individual FVIII C1 and FVIII C2 domains ( Figure 1A ) were then manually placed above the membrane such that the β-barrel central axis (the third principal axis of inertia) was oriented approximately parallel to the membrane normal [θ ∼ 0 ( Figure 1B) ] with the hydrophobic membrane-anchoring spikes facing the membrane ( Figure 1B) . The spikes are defined as follows. S1 consists of residues 2043−2046 for FVIII C1 and 2196−2203 for FVIII C2, S2 residues 2056−2059 for FVIII C1 and 2213−2217 for FVIII C2, S3 residues 2089− 2096 for FVIII C1 and 2248−2255 for FVIII C2, and S4 residues 2156−2159 for FVIII C1 and 2313−2316 for FVIII C2. The resulting systems (denoted C2/HMMM and C1/ HMMM) that contained an HMMM patch and a C2-like domain were solvated by water molecules and neutralized with sodium (Na + ) ions using the SOLVATE and AUTOIONIZE plug-ins of VMD. 35 Water molecules placed by SOLVATE within the DCLE organic solvent phase of the membrane (because of the presence of initially large gaps) were removed. A reference system was prepared in a similar fashion and contained only FVIII C2 in bulk water (C2/Soln) at a physiological NaCl concentration of 150 mM. The details of the individual systems simulated are listed in Table 1 .
Simulation Details. The prepared systems (C2/HMMM and C1/HMMM) were initially energy-minimized by applying the conjugated gradient method for 5000 steps. Then the systems were subjected to a short (100 ps) simulation in the NPT ensemble with a constant aspect ratio of the membrane plane (x/y) to resolve imperfect packing of DCLE molecules and hence equilibrate the membrane thickness. During this phase, the area per lipid in the systems was free to change, and resulting values ranged from 85.0 to 88.5 Å 2 (prior to protein insertion). While this is somewhat larger than the values for pure lipid bilayers, 36, 37 it is designed to take into account the approximate area that would be occupied by insertion of the protein domains. Once the membrane thickness was stable, a mild harmonic constraint with a small force constant of 0.01 kcal mol −1 Å −2 along the z-axis was applied on the C 2 atoms of all st-lipids to restrain them around the average height of all C 2 atoms in their respective membrane leaflet. This was done to gently reduce vertical diffusion (along the z-axis) of the st-lipids and to eliminate potential net translation of the system along the z-axis, as well as to discourage lipid inversion. Using the resulting system as an initial structure, the production MD simulations were performed five times independently for each system in the NPnAT ensemble with the target pressure and temperature of 1 atm and 310 K, respectively, controlled by the Nose−Hoover Langevin piston barostat 38, 39 and the Langevin thermostat (damping coefficient of 5 ps
), 40 respectively. The solution system (C2/Soln) was prepared in the same way, except no treatments for the absent lipids. Throughout, pressure coupling was applied along the membrane normal, n (piston damping coefficient of 5 ps −1 , piston period of 100 fs, and piston decay of 50 fs).
Long-range electrostatic forces were calculated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method 41, 42 with a grid spacing of approximately 1 Å and a fourth-order spline for interpolation. Electrostatic forces were updated every 4 fs. van der Waals interactions were cut off at 12 Å in combination with a switching function beginning at 10 Å. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the x-, y-, and z-directions. All MD simulations were performed using NAMD 2.9 43 with the CHARMM27 force field/CMAP correction 44, 45 for proteins, CHARMM36 46 for lipid topology, and the TIP3P model for water. 47 An integration time step of 2.0 fs was used for the velocity Verlet algorithm with SHAKE. 48 All analyses and visualization of molecular structures and trajectories were conducted using VMD 1.9.1; 35 calculation of van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energies between the protein and the membrane was done using the NAMDENERGY plug-in of VMD without PME. Plots were prepared using Grace (xmgrace, http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace).
Calculation of Order Parameters for Backbone (C i −N i ) Vectors. The backbone C−N vector was defined for each individual amino acid residue as the normalized vector pointing from the backbone carbonyl carbon atom to the backbone amide nitrogen atom. The protein was aligned over the trajectory by a root-mean-square deviation-based structural alignment on all heavy atoms. Following this, nematic order parameters were calculated as described by Cecchini et al. 49 
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where S i 2 is the order parameter for the ith residue, d̂i (the director) is a unit vector describing the trajectory-averaged vector from C i to N i in residue i of the aligned trajectory, and zî is the instantaneous atomic C i − N i unit vector for residue i. The brackets denote averaging over the trajectory. The frame rate for the analysis was 10 frames/ns. The order parameters assume values from 0 to 1, and they are a measure of how much the atomic backbone vectors fluctuate around their respective trajectory-averaged directions, indicating the flexibility of the backbone at that given position in the structure. The procedure described above was performed as described in the next paragraph to obtain the trajectory-averaged order parameter values.
Trajectory-Averaged Analyses for the MembraneBound State. The domain tilt angles of FVIII C1 and FVIII C2, membrane-contacting frequencies for each amino acid residue, and backbone order parameters were calculated for the membrane-bound state and averaged. Not the whole trajectories were used measuring these properties; the trajectories at the time when the domain is associated with the membrane based on a 5 Å proximity criterion were used. This amounted to discarding the initial ∼1−2 ns from the C2/ HMMM trajectories and ∼2−4 ns from the C1/HMMM trajectories, because membrane binding was realized very quickly; the remaining data were then pooled and analyzed.
Construction of a Putative Model of the FVIIIa:FIXa Tenase Complex. A putative model of the FVIIIa:FIXa tenase complex was constructed on the basis of the recently published X-ray crystallographic structure of the FVa:FXa prothrombinase complex from the venom of the eastern brown snake. 50 The light chain of FIXa in the constructed tenase complex was modeled in a FVIIa-like extended conformation, 51 instead of an arched conformation adopted by procine FIXa with a partially disordered Gla domain (L chain of PDB entry 1pfx 52 ). Homologous molecules (FVa vs FVIIIa, and FIXa vs FXa) were aligned, and the missing loops were constructed with the molecular modeling package Quanta (Molecular Simulations Inc., San Diego, CA). The atomic coordinates of the model are available upon request from the authors (J.J.M. or O.H.O.) and can also be found in a short version (α-carbons only) in the Supporting Information. (Figure 2 , bottom, and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information). The difference in magnitude of the electrostatic interaction energy between FVIII C1 versus FVIII C2 and the membrane is rationalized by the fact that the former carries a larger net positive charge. As we describe in the following, the five parallel FVIII C2 trajectories converged into a stable membrane-bound state with comparable spike insertion depths and domain tilt angles ( Figure 1C ). The level of sequence identity shared by FVIII C1 and FVIII C2 is 40%, and structural alignment of the two shows a sub-angstrom root-mean-square deviation of 0.90 Å based on the crystal structure. 22 The amino acid residues directly involved in membrane binding and their specific sequence of interaction varied depending on the orientation of the studied FVIIIa domain upon membrane contact.
In the membrane-bound state of FVIII C2, a snug PS interaction via either R2220 or R2320 (Figure 3 ) was achieved. This configuration was not observed in any of the four membrane binding trajectories of FVIII C1 (one trajectory did not result in spontaneous binding and was discarded from further analysis), which instead displayed a broad range of domain tilt angles and significant structural modulations. Furthermore, the distinctive tight interaction of PS with the residue corresponding to R2320 in FVIII C1, R2163, was only observed in one trajectory. For both FVIII C1 and FVIII C2, the observed tightly bound lipid is further stabilized by polar interactions of the amino and phosphate groups with residues of the protein, but these depended on the lipid orientation at the PS specificity pocket. 13 These findings show that either domain can achieve a direct protein−lipid interaction where PS binds compactly. However, the observed propensities are surprising, considering experimental reports that show FVIII C2 binding to vesicles is not PS-specific. 53 FVIII C2 Adopts a Perpendicular Membrane-Bound Configuration and Achieves a Direct PS Interaction. The converged molecular orientation is characterized by the domain tilt angle (Figure 1B) , which exhibited only small angles with respect to the membrane normal [20−40° (Figure 4, top) ] and hence is consistent with the previously proposed perpendicular (or slightly tilted) mode of interaction 23 and also the respective entry in the OPM (Orientation of Proteins in Membranes) database 54 for FVIII (PDB entry 2r7e 55 ). Regions of FVIII C2 in contact with the membrane were largely confined to the spikes ( Figure 5, top) . No significant structural modulations are observed for FVIII C2 upon membrane binding as indicated by the calculated backbone order parameters both for the membrane-bound simulations, C2/HMMM ( Figure 5, top) , and for FVIII C2 in bulk water, C2/Soln (Figure S2 ), albeit a mild overall stabilization can be detected for the membranebound form consistent with the conclusions of a recently published study of FVIII C2 by hydrogen−deuterium exchange mass spectrometry. 9 The extruding hydrophobic spikes ( Figure 1A ) are inserted peripherally into the membrane as the relative height of the domain tends to decrease over time until convergence is achieved (Figure 2, left) . The membrane-contacting surface is . Each spike depth is represented by a single α-carbon atom, namely, G2044 for S1, S2058 for S2, and F2093 for S3. Insertion depth of S1−S3 of FVIII C1 and interaction energy with the HMMM as functions of the simulation time for the four binding trajectories, 2−5 (black), and for the unproductive (nonbinding) trajectory, 1 (red) (right panel). Each spike depth is represented by a single α-carbon atom belonging to a representative residue, namely, M2199 for S1, R2215 for S2, and L2252 for S3. In both panels, the gray-shaded area represents the membrane region below the average plane of the phosphate P atoms of st-lipids. The membrane is centered at z = 0. Calculated nonbonded interaction energies (bottom panels) are broken into van der Waals (vdW, green except for the unproductive simulation, which is colored red) and electrostatic (Elec, blue) components. confined to approximately one-third of the whole domain that mostly includes S1−S4 ( Figure 1C) . The basic residues of this region in FVIII C2 interact with the acidic PS lipids (either PO 4 − or COO − functional group) in a mainly transient and nonspecific way with two exceptions, R2220 and R2320. It is the unique combination of a soft funnel-like geometry of the loops in the membrane-interacting part of the domain and a centrally positioned arginine (either R2320 or R2220 depending on the domain tilt angle) that interacts selectively with the carboxylic acid group of the lipid that defines the direct interaction with PS ( Figure 3 ). This binding motif is further stabilized by polar interactions of the phosphate group of the lipid with surrounding amino acid residues of the protein.
It is interesting to note that while direct FVIII C2−PS interactions do occur, occasionally, via both R2320 and R2220, these residues seem to be mutually exclusive; in domain orientations that allow R2220 to be selectively engaged with the COO − group of a PS lipid, R2320 cannot, and vice versa. Furthermore, the direct protein−PS interactions are observed less frequently than for FVa C2 studied previously. 56 In the study presented here, for FVIII C2, the direct lipid interactions of R2220 are found in two of the five trajectories (3 and 4), where they exist in ∼80% of the simulation time in which the domain is membrane-bound. The R2320 interaction is found in two other C2/HMMM trajectories, 5 and 3, but only ∼33 and ∼10% of the membrane-bound simulation time, respectively. A direct comparison with FVa C2 is complicated by subtle yet important differences in amino acid sequences and, in particular, by the fact that FVa C2 carries a net positive charge higher than that of FVIII C2, as conferred by a surplus of basic K and R residues over acidic D and E residues (+12 e for FV C2 and +6 e for FVIII C2). These differences have a direct impact on membrane affinity and association kinetics. 57 While binding free energies can, in principle, be calculated from a sufficiently long equilibrium simulation in which many binding/unbinding events occur, spontaneous membrane unbinding events have not been observed in this study nor in other reported work to the best of our knowledge.
FVIII C1 Exhibits Structural Flexibility and Has Multimodal Orientations in the Membrane-Bound State. While the profile of lipid interaction of FVIII C2 resembles that of FVa C2, 56 FVIII C1 is markedly different in two ways. First, while the trajectories again converge individually (Figure 2, right) , a well-defined unimodal binding orientation is not achieved for FVIII C1 (Figure 4, bottom) . Second, FVIII C1 in its membrane-bound form is characterized by shape modulations and disorder in the coiled main chain leading to spike 1 ( Figure 5, bottom) . There are two major contributions to the retardation of the binding motif that allow the FVIII C1 domain to adopt a variety of moderately to highly tilted molecular orientations in its membrane-bound form: (1) the loss of local structural integrity ( Figure S3 ) and (2) the fact that spike 1 in FVIII C1 is four residues shorter than in FVIII C2, making it extrude significantly less ( Figure 1A) . The domain tilt angle is in general larger (relative to the membrane normal) for FVIII C1 than for FVIII C2; the averages of the angles for four individual C1/HMMM trajectories range between 30°and 65° (Figure 4, bottom) .
The observed structural changes in FVIII C1 are facilitated by the breaking of the main chain H-bonds between Q2036 and K2072, which in the X-ray crystallographic structure clamp from the surrounding loop region to the body of the domain ( Figure S3 ). Upon release, the main chain of the region centered around residue 2030 adheres to the membrane bilayer ( Figure 5 , bottom) and interacts favorably with it, but in a nonspecific manner. Such a structural mechanism or conformational change could explain, in part, why a complex multiphase binding mechanism is observed for FVIII. 58 The general trend of the calculated backbone order parameters clearly shows that FVIII C1 is more flexible than FVIII C2 (Figure 5 ), in particular in those regions that are in contact with the membrane (including the spikes, and the loop region leading to spike 1). Surprisingly, the C1 domain also exhibits increased flexibility in a loop, which is never observed to interact with the membrane (residues 2115−2123). The fact that FVIII C1 is relatively disordered (for such a β-rich domain) could further be involved in causing the scarcity of FVIII C1 domain structures available in the PDB. 59 There is supporting experimental evidence that those protein segments of FVIII C1 involved in the structural changes described above are indeed very flexible, as reflected in their high crystallographic temperature factors (PDB entries 3cdz 22 and 4bdv 60 ). A search for direct interactions between PS lipids and FVIII C1 ( Figure S4 , left) reveals that around the key positions in FVIII C1, R2163 [the counterpart to R2320 in C2 (Figure 3) ] is the only residue observed to interact with the carboxylic acid group of the lipids, and only in a single trajectory. R2220 in FVIII C2 has no counterpart in FVIII C1; K2065 is the closest basic residue to this position according to structural alignment of the two domains, and this residue is positioned two residues downstream and interacts only nonspecifically with either of the negatively charged functional groups of the lipids (PO 4 − or COO − ). Dynamical Interpretation of Hemophilic Missense Mutations and Antibody Epitopes Related to Membrane Binding. Our results offer a dynamical interpretation of the available hemophilia A disease genotypes related to dysfunctional membrane association and binding of FVIIIa via its dual discoidin domains (described in the previous section), a novel approach made possible by the use of the HMMM. Previous analyses have inferred the functional− structural causation of hemophilic missense mutations based upon either homology models 61, 62 or X-ray crystallographic structures, 63 each of which offers only static representations of the protein structure in the absence of a membrane. Mutations of special interest are those positioned at the membraneinteracting surface of the C2-like domains and include the following basic residues: R2052, R2090, R2159, and R2163 in FVIII C1 and R2320 in FVIII C2. Caution must be taken when interpreting mutations. Potential pitfalls include not only the usual statistical fallacies but also unknown interactions with other biochemical components. With these precautions in mind, we here adopt the palatable concept that a hemophilic disease missense mutation located at the membrane-interacting surface patches of FVIII C1 or FVIII C2 is potentially due to improper membrane binding.
As has been noted previously, 63 it is remarkable that only few of the documented hemophilic missense mutations are positioned in the membrane-interacting patch (including the spikes) of the discoidin domains of FVIII ( Figure 5) . Specifically, only two mutants (V2223M, positioned between S2 and S3, and A2201P, located in S1) were proposed to disrupt membrane binding. This could suggest that the major components necessary for sufficient membrane interaction for FVIIIa in vivo are nonspecific contributions, such as hydrophobic partitioning and electrostatics, consistent with the results of the simulations described here. Furthermore, alanine scanning the FVIII C2 domain within a complete B-domainless FVIII molecule has suggested that primarily residues in structural regions of the domain (β-sheet-forming residues) are functionally sensitive to mutation. 64 In addition to these general observations, our results further implicate R2163 in FVIII C1 and R2220 and R2320 in FVIII C2 as potentially critical residues in that they are the only basic residues capable of forming direct interactions with PS lipids. Notably, R2163 and R2320 are known to give rise to hemophilic conditions upon mutation [The Hemophilia A Mutation, Structure, Test and Resource Site (http://hadb.org.uk/)].
Antibodies KM33 and ESH-4 are known to modulate FVIII cellular uptake and binding. 18, 19, 65, 66 KM33 abrogates the interaction between FVIII and phospholipids by binding to regions 2092 and 2093 within S3 of FVIII C1 and 2158 and 2159 within S4 of FVIII C1. 20 Analogously, ESH-4-binding epitopes have been narrowed down to regions 2192−2196 (Nterminal side of S1 of FVIII C2), 2210−2125 (containing S2 of FVIII C2), and 2313−2316 (S4 of FVIII C2). 67 A third FVIII antibody, ESH-8, which does not interfere with phospholipid binding, binds to residues 2234−2238 between S2 and S3 of FVIII C2 and to residues 2267−2270 between S3 and S4 of FVIII C2. Our results show excellent agreement with the binding epitopes of antibodies KM33, ESH-4, and ESH-8, in that the first two have epitopes located entirely within the membrane-contacting interface of C1 or C2, while the last one binds solely to regions not in contact with the membrane (Figure 5 ).
Proposed Mechanism of Membrane Interaction for Full-Length FVIII and Implications for a Putative FVIIIa:FIXa Tenase Complex. On the basis of our results for the membrane-bound states of FVIII C1 and FVIII C2, putative membrane-bound configurations of the intrinsic tenase complex are proposed. Overlaying the putative model of the FVIIIa:FIXa tenase complex ( Figure 6A ) with the converged final membrane-bound orientations of the C2/HMMM simulations ( Figure 6B, top) , we find that, in all cases, preferential positioning of the C2 domain gives rise to tenase complex models without any clashes with the membrane. However, the N-terminally positioned Gla domain of FIXa at (around) its ω-loop is not in contact with the membrane, nor is the C1 domain of FVIII. There are structural models describing the interaction between membranes and the Gla domains from, e.g., prothrombin 68 and FVIIa, 69 which, due to the high degree of homology among Gla domains, is expected to be very similar to the mode of binding of the FIXa Gla domain to membranes. On the contrary, when FVIII is overlaid with the final FVIII C1 domain orientations from the C1/HMMM simulations (Figure 6B, bottom), two of the resulting orientations cause significant clashes between the FVIII C2 domain and the membrane (trajectories 3 and 5). Trajectories 2 and 4 of the C1/HMMM simulations correspond to reasonable modes of binding between the membrane and the tenase complex in which FVIII C1, FVIII C2, and FIXa Gla domains are all anchored in the membrane. Trajectory 2 looks intuitive where the entire complex is positioned normal to the membrane plane, while trajectory 4 is very similar to the highly tilted orientation suggested by FRET measurements. 24 To capture the motional span and membrane contact of the anchoring FVIII C1, FVIII C2, and FIX Gla of the putative tenase complex when they are overlaid with the performed membrane binding simulations, said tenase complex ( Figure 6A ) was structurally aligned to membrane-bound FVIII C2 (resulting from C2/HMMM simulations 1−5) or to membrane-bound FVIII C1 (for C1/ HMMM simulations 2−5) in each simulation frame. The relative heights, z, of the FIX Gla ω-loop as well as spike 1 from the neighboring C domain reveal that realistic binding modes for the tenase complex are achieved only for the C1/HMMM simulations, primarily trajectory 2, but also transiently for trajectories 4 and 5 ( Figure 7 ).
Collectively, these considerations indicate that optimal interaction between FVIII C2 and the membrane can be achieved without major domain rearrangements in FVIIIa, whereas FVIII C1 membrane interactions might induce domain rearrangements in FVIIIa. Bearing in mind the convergent nature of the FVIII C2 membrane interaction (described above) and the fact that the only nonbinding simulated system was C1/HMMM trajectory 1, we speculate that membrane association of FVIIIa is initiated by the FVIII C2 domain and that FVIII C1 facilitates further membrane anchoring while reorienting the cofactor. In any case, our simulations clearly indicate that FVIII C1 plays an important role in modulating the orientation of the FVIII molecule for optimal interaction with FIXa in the membrane-bound state. Because it is known that binding of FVIII to membranes involves a complex mechanism, 58 and considering the coiled nature of the fourresidue FVIII C1−C2 interdomain linker (residues 2170− 2173), domain rearrangements are plausible. The interdomain flexibility of full-length FVIIIa is unknown, in particular, whether and how the membrane selects for or induces certain relative domain configurations. Furthermore, there appear to be nontrivial differences in PS specificity for membrane binding of FVIII and FVIIIa. 70 However, preliminary results of simulations of the crystal structure of FVIII light chain bound to HMMM suggest that only minor relative domain rearrangements occur, supporting the validity of the presented rigid-body putative tenase complex model (data not shown). These concepts are intriguing and subjects for further studies.
■ CONCLUSION
Through the application of a novel membrane model with enhanced lipid dynamics, we have been able to describe spontaneous membrane binding and insertion of two membrane-anchoring domains of human coagulation FVIII. The simulations show that peripheral binding of FVIII C1 and FVIII C2 domains is facilitated by insertion of the domainextruding spikes into the membrane. For FVIII C2, the resulting domain orientations converge to be nearly membraneperpendicular, while FVIII C1 undergoes a structural change and is orientationally promiscuous (it can adopt several tilted orientations in the membrane-bound state). For both discoidin C2-like domains of FVIIIa, the mode of interaction with the phospholipid membrane is characterized by initial nonspecific attractive electrostatic interactions and hydrophobic partitioning. The insertion of the membrane-anchoring domain spikes is followed by the maturation of direct and specific interaction with a lipid molecule that enters the PS pocket. This specific lipid−protein interaction is observed more frequently and consistently for FVIII C2 than for FVIII C1. Deep embedding of large parts of either discoidin C2-like domain, as has been suggested for FVIII C2 on the basis of cryo-electron microscopy, is not observed.
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